WHY DO I NEED AN ALARM SYSTEM??

The alarm system is ideally for that unguarded moment. When you are asleep, alone at home or at the office, when out on a long vacation, or right down the road. The alarm system protects, so you can enjoy life and have that peace of mind.

It consist of:
Control Panel
Various Sensors
Internet connection (optional)
GSM Communicator (optional)
Cabling and proper installation techniques.

“stay alert at that unguarded moment.”

STAY ALERT AT THAT UNGUARDED MOMENT

These systems come Wired or Wireless. Wireless systems come in pretty handy if you have a completed home or office to give that clean not obvious look.

Which such great advancements is technology it is now possible to arm and disarm your system from your cell phone, along with receiving trigger messages and event times.
KEYPADS
This device controls the alarm panel for programming along with arming and disarming activities. There are several types:
- Wired Keypad
- Wired Keypad with Receivers
- Wireless Keypad
- Touch Screen Keypads

SENSORS
There are many different types of sensors for different applications:
- Door contacts
- Vibrations sensors
- Motion Detectors
- Smoke Detectors
- Heat Detectors
- CO Detectors
- Flood Detectors

EXPANSION & COMMUNICATION
EXPANSION
Alarm panel generally come with a fixed number of on board zone spaces, but with the help of expansion board & tranceivers it is now possible to add space to a panel.

COMMUNICATION
Whenever an alarm is triggered, the owner can be alerted in multiple ways apart from the roaring siren. They can be alerts by:

EMAIL
TEST MESSAGE
PHONE CALL

If emergency response is not incorporated, these alerts are helpful when away from the site.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE
All the alarm systems we install have the capability of having emergency response. This feature allows an emergency response agency to integrate itself to the panel, so that in the case of an event, the response agency will directly contact you or provide assistance on site if needed.

protecu868@gmail.com
790-6942 / 681-1397 / 472-6680